
THE TROJAN HORSE VIRUS AN OVERVIEW

A Trojan horse or Trojan is a type of malware that is often disguised as legitimate software. Trojans can be employed by
cyber-thieves and hackers trying to gain.

The only exception occurs for those who jailbreak their phones in their quest to download freebies from sites
other than the App Store. Another precaution to consider: change the default Windows settings so that the real
extensions of applications are always visible. It presented itself as a simple game along the lines of twenty
questions. From here, the infected programs can be removed and deleted. There are a lot more. They entitle
the malicious hacker to work on the infected computer as per the malicious intentions. However, computer
security begins and depends on the installation and implementation of an Internet security suite. Once a Trojan
infects your device, the most universal way to clean it up and restore it to a desired state is to use a good
quality, automated anti-malware tool and make a full system scan. How a Trojan horse works Before a Trojan
horse can infect a machine, the user must download the server side of the malicious application. Furthermore,
if a user tries to erase the Spy Sheriff software, the Trojan horse reinstalls itself using hidden infected files on
the computer. In addition to operating system updates, you should also check for updates on other software
that you use on your computer. Its uses include stealing your information or spying on you. Mailfinder Trojan,
which attempts to steal email addresses stored on a targeted device. Most antivirus programs do not detect
droppers as malicious, and hence it is used to install viruses. Cyber security experts recommend users to
follow a robust and systematic backup and recovery policy Trojan-Banker malware programs steal
account-related information related to card payments and online banking. First, the dos: Computer security
begins with installing and running an internet security suite. Trojan-Downloader Trojan-Downloaders can
download and install new versions of malicious programs onto your computer â€” including Trojans and
adware. In general, a Trojan comes attached to what looks like a legitimate program. The taskbar will either
change in appearance or completely disappear. To help stay safe, scan an email attachment first. Turn your
computer into a Zombie! Trojan-Mailfinder These programs can harvest email addresses from your computer.
The motivations behind Trojan attacks also began to shift around this time. According to legend, the Greeks
built a large wooden horse that the people of Troy pulled into the city. How to remove a Trojan horse If a
Trojan horse is identified on a computer, the system should immediately be disconnected from the Internet and
the questionable files should be removed using an antivirus or antimalware program or by reinstalling the
operating system. This network is called a botnet. It steals your logins and passwords on IM platforms.
Avoiding suspicious and unsafe websites; Internet security software can sometimes be used to indicate which
sites are safe and which should be avoided. It was later made popular by Ken Thompson when he received the
Turing Award in -- an award given by the Association for Computing Machinery ACM to an individual of
technical importance in the computer field. It appears as a mass amount of pop-up ads that mostly looked like
warnings, alerting users to the necessity of an obscure software application. Game-thief Trojan, which targets
online gamers and attempts to steal their account information. Comodo Endpoint protection integrates
unparalleled antivirus , robust firewall, anti-spyware, application control featuring host intrusion prevention
techniques - all in one single console to deliver comprehensive protection. Depending upon how the Trojan
has been created, it may delete itself after it has carried out its intended function, it may return to a dormant
state or it may continue to be active. When users followed directions to fix the problem, they actually
downloaded more malware. That traffic comes from your infected computer and others. Rootkit Trojan A
rootkit aims to hide or obscure an object on your infected computer. In computing, the term was first named in
a U.


